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(57) ABSTRACT 

System 10 implemented over network 120, is a semi-autono 
mous bot 14 for managing recruiting and player allocation 
functions, for sporting grades and sporting leagues, with Sub 
functions for finding and confirming recruits, controlled 
through administrative interface 11. 

10 

11 : Admin Interface 

12 Recruit Interface 

13 Team interface 

1411 Aliocation RankList 14 

141 Allocation Algorithm League Bot 

The bot uses recruit interface 12, a discrete page on league 
website 17, to accept allocation requests from new players or 
the like, i.e. requests to join the league generally or to join 
particular teams. Using the preferences and personal details 
submitted in the recruit interface the bot can generate ranked 
lists 1411 of the most suitable teams for the initiator of the 
allocation. Ranking is performed by allocation algorithm 141 
and uses team population data, team skill, team recruiting 
status (set through private team interface 13), team congru 
ence with the initiators personal details (particularly age, 
gender etc), and previous allocation requests received by said 
team. 

The bot either sequentially or in parallel sends allocation 
requests to said teams using either SMS's 181 sent through 
SMSC 18, emails sent through network 120, or logs sent to 
team interface 13, as a means of finding a team interested in 
receiving the initiator, preferentially targeting teams whose 
reception of the player would balance the grade, i.e. prefer 
encing underpopulated or under skilled teams. If a team is 
found, notifications are sent and team lists are updated, if not, 
the initiator is added to player pending list 162, awaiting 
further action from an administrator. 

The allocation process may be initiated through the recruit 
interface, or may be initiated by the bot 14, by autonomously 
prompting selected parties to have teams found for them, 
particularly dropout players, or fill/temp players. By doing so 
the league bot can provide an easy process for dropout players 
to be reintegrated into the competition (and also confirm their 
interest/non-interest), or provide underemployed players the 
packaged option of playing more regularly. 
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Figure 8. 
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Submit Re-initiate Allocation S84 
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S. &S EE 
Grade Manage 

Compare grade variation using this interface, Use the 'Grade Wariability tab to analyze the distribution of still and players within 
a grade, a perfect score of 'O' means all teams have equal still and the same amount of players, 

(Grade variability O Participation C. PeF formance 

The Top 5 grades with the highest variability, Variability provides a measure of grade variation, while skill and pop variability 
provide breakdown information. The percentile indicates where the variability score ranks, i.e in the top x%. 
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Use the following fields to set the fianctions, and level of automaticity of the bot, turr on or of bot team allocations, 
Set whether dropolitplayers are approached with prompts, and related sub-fields, and set whether underemployed 
players are approached with prompts, and related sub fields. 

Bot preferences logs 
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Figure 10. 

Team-Central is a private section for team-mates, Chat privately in your team forum, control emergency players, set your 
recruiting status and set your sponsorship preferences. Team-Central also gives teams access to collabrative and 
Commercial logo and team branding tools, 

logisted it, as Sailer, 

Preferences 

Recruiting 
Set your teams recruiting status here. Use the botanalysis as a guide in determining whether your team should adjust 
recruiting status, 

(8) Recruiting () Not Cancel Recruiting 

Need a fill-in player for 
Tuesdays Men comp war, time. 

logs 
The following are allocation requests your team rec(eved, the date, and your teams response, individuals who were 
not ultimately allocated a team, are re-contactable using the 'trial'button, which will re-initialize the allocation request, 

Team: Saber's Season: Mers Grade: C 

She Old Mew Playing- Details Request Date Response 
Ben Browden New . 10-05-07 Timeout (No Response) 
Joshstone Existing Mens B 22 stats 15-05-07 Timeout (No Response) 
Roger Close Existing Mens C 25 stats 16-05-07 Timeout (No Response) 

Public Recruiting Status 

O Do not show recruiting status on ladders 

Do Do not show I'ecruiting status on rosters 
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Figure 11. 

MySuite 

The recruiting service matches players looking for teams with Linderpopulated teams, or actively recruiting teams. To 
begin an allocation process, enter details and preferences below and click'submit, 
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Bot Team Allocation Service 
Use the below fields to enterprerferences, and access an automatic team allocation service, particular for new players 
to become involved in the competition. Enter your Preferences and click'submit, to be allocated a team. Once a team 
accepts, you will be fee to begin playing. Use the above table to preference particular teams, 

Details Einai Confirm Before Alocating 
Mobile SMS Confirmation Method 

S Season Only ask preferenced teams 
eason - s Grade Only ask recruiting' teams 
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Figure 12. 

Recruit Emergency 

The recruiting service matches players looking for teams with underpopulated teams, or actively recruiting teams, To 
begin an allocation process, enter details and preferences below and click'submit. 

Processing 
Your allocation request is being processed, please keep this screen open until prompted by the progress indicator, 

- progress ...--------...- ...ir. -----------mirror....v.a.r.l...nor.... a row out.-- 

&? 1. Connecting with the server, 
& 2. Creating contact list., 
(W 3. Contacting team 3/10). 
By 4. Awaiting reply 4:39). 

5. Updating database... 
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Figure 13. 

Emergency 

The recruiting service matches players looking for teams with underpopulated teams, or actively recruiting teams, To 
begin an allocation process, enter details and preferences below and click'submit', 

: Allocation Complete! 
Registration Completel Congratulations on joining the Test league, wait 2 minutes and check your team page on details 
of your next game, 
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SYSTEMIS AND METHODS FORMANAGING 
RECRUITING AND PLAYER ALLOCATIONS 

WITHIN SPORTING COMPETITIONS 

0001. The present invention is a sporting league bot that 
semi-autonomously manages new player allocations within 
sporting competitions, in Such a way that grade character is 
enhanced, and performs recruit targeting on particular 
groups. 
0002 Many people play in local sports leagues and the like 
in many different types of sport, including for example bas 
ketball, netball, indoor Soccer, and indoor cricket. 
0003 Typically, a league or organising body will set up 
matches, within grades grouped by a combination of skill, 
age, gender etc., and provide game officials and other Support, 
and registered teams will play once a week at a designated 
time in a local hall, sports centre or the like. 
0004 Individuals wanting to join a particular competition, 
particular indoor competitions, can either communicate their 
interest with teams directly, or register their interest generally 
with the league, usually with an official charged with dealing 
with new recruits. Said registrations are almost exclusively 
processed when making rosters in the following season, 
rather than immediately. This process includes a range of 
barriers of entry for individuals looking to join competitions. 
There is either a delay attached to registrations processed by 
the league official, which can be as long as an entire sporting 
season, or the difficulty associated with contacting teams 
directly, or finding an administrator willing to contact teams 
directly, on said individuals behalf. Such processes obviously 
impact on the ease with which an individual can join a sport 
ing competition, and can be off putting to new players. 
0005. A separate but related function performed by sport 
ing league administrators relates to ensuring grades take on a 
particular character with respect to team populations and the 
homogeneity of team skill. Grades are groups of teams of 
similar skill which compete against each other within the 
competition. When grade character is suitably controlled by 
an administrator, i.e. team populations are robust and team 
skill is relatively even, the grade becomes less likely to be 
associated with game forfeits, and less likely to be associated 
with player and team dropouts, than relatively uncontrolled 
grades, i.e. grades made up of under populated teams, or 
teams of widely different skill levels. 
0006 Team forfeits and dropouts have substantial costs. A 
single forfeit in a basketball league can cost up to S100, once 
team fees, referee fees and the like are accounted for. Thus, 
methods for reducing forfeits and dropouts particularly when 
scaled up to entire leagues, can have significant financial 
repercussions. 
0007 An aim of the present invention is to provide a 
mechanism for allocating individuals, particularly new play 
ers, to sporting teams, while preferentially performing allo 
cations in a way that complements grade character. The 
mechanism should also manage player participation, by 
prompting particular parties for allocations. 
0008 Viewed from one aspect, the present invention pro 
vides a recruit and allocation management system for a sport 
ing league implemented over an electronic communications 
network, including: 
0009 a league bot’, a semi-autonomous program that 
manages the player allocation process, including performing 
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strategic individual/team allocations, and actively identifying 
and prompting parties for allocations; 
0010 an administrative interface, for league administra 
tors to set bot preferences; 
0011 discrete team interfaces, for teams to interact with 
the bot, including setting team recruiting status, and viewing 
logs of allocation requests made to said team; 
0012 arecruit interface, for recruits/individuals to interact 
with the bot, including initiating a particular or general allo 
cation request; 
0013 a database containing league data, bot lists, admin 
istrator preferences, team preferences, recruit details etc; 
0014. The present invention may for example be imple 
mented through a website on the internet, a direct interface 
through a suitable communications system, including elec 
tronic messaging in general, or some combination, and pro 
vides a discrete mechanism for performing recruitment and 
allocation functions, particularly of a strategic nature. Said 
allocations might be initiated independently by an individual 
(e.g. by a new player looking to join a competition) through a 
Suitable interface (e.g. a recruit web page or the like) or a 
request made through a direct communication to the system 
(e.g. an SMS, or the like, sent to the system), or might be 
initiated dependently, based on an individuals response to an 
allocation request prompt sent by the system. An allocation 
request prompt is the active component of the recruitment/ 
allocation system, Such that a prompt might be sent to cue 
particular groups to play in the current season and have team 
found for them, for example dropout players, whose team 
played the last but not the current season, and underem 
ployed players, who might currently play in a temporary 
fashion only, are likely candidates for prompts, which if 
responded to in the affirmative, might initiate an allocation. 
0015 The allocation process, of finding a suitable and 
willing team for the initiator of an allocation request, be it a 
request made through a recruit interface or from a prompt, 
might be executed through automated, interactive messages 
(e.g. SMS, instant messages, email and the like), or through 
posts to web interfaces (e.g. private team pages, or a prac 
tical equivalent), sent sequentially or in parallel to prospec 
tive teams (i.e. teams identified as Suitable and potentially in 
need of players by the system), Such that said teams are able 
to confirm an interest in a particular recruit, through making 
an appropriate reply to the allocation request, e.g. a reply 
message, to an SMS, or clickable hyperlink, to an email, or a 
field, to a message embedded into a team interface, thus 
allowing the initiator to be allocated speedily and without 
administrative effort to a team. 
0016. The bot is two dimensional, including a processing 
dimension for constructing ranked lists of teams suitable for 
a particular initiator (i.e. for constructing allocation rank 
lists). Ranking is performed through processing a range of 
variables including age/gender congruence, team skill/per 
formance, team population, team Substitutes, team recruiting 
status, admin preferences and the number of previous alloca 
tion requests sent to said team. Using these variables, alloca 
tions can be preferentially directed to teams matching the 
specification of the initiator, in the most need of players and 
who have not rejected a number of previous allocation 
requests, and restricted from being sent to unsuitable teams. 
0017. The management dimension of the bot accepts allo 
cation initiations, from new players and the like, and commu 
nicates with teams to find a position for the initiator. As a 
process, an allocation might take the form of a party initiating 
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an allocation request e.g. using a recruit interface on league 
website, to express a specific or general interest in joining the 
sporting competition. Within that request the initiator might 
input personal details and preferences. Said data is Submitted 
to the system where it is processed by the rank algorithm to 
create an allocation ranklist, which is used as a contact list for 
communicating with teams, and asking said teams to receive 
said initiator. If a team is found, the parties are notified, and 
the league database is modified to reflect the changes. If a 
team is not found, the player details are logged in a player 
pending list, for the follow-up attention of administrators. 
0018. The bot can also function to prompt selected indi 
viduals to be an initiator, i.e. to authorize an allocation. The 
prompt might take the form of a communication, including an 
email, SMS, instant message, or a suitable equivalent, with an 
appropriate reply instruction, sent to a party with areasonable 
chance of replying positively to said prompt, including drop 
out players, that played in the last season but not the current 
season, and/or fill/temp players, that play for teams in the 
current season but only play occasionally, e.g. playing 
between 5% and 40% of games. 
0019 Confirmations to said prompts, indicating that said 
dropout or underemployed player would like a team found, or 
to play more regularly, might initiate the same process as an 
independent allocation request made through the recruit 
interface, such that said dropout or underemployed player 
might be found a team using the ordinary allocation process. 
Using this method a percentage of dropout players, the big 
gest source of loss for sporting competitions, and a percent 
age of underemployed players, might be persuaded to play or 
play more in the current season. 
0020. In this way the bot can automate the administrative 
tasks associated with recruiting and allocation, in Such a way 
that grade character is enhanced, and systems can be put in 
place that actively follow-up dropouts and underemployed 
players, to maximize the bot’s capability of addressing losses 
associated with dropouts. 
0021. The present invention could apply to a range of 
sports including for example basketball, netball, Soccer (e.g. 
indoor Soccer, including 5-a-side or 6-a-side Soccer), indoor 
cricket, darts or any other team sport. The system would be 
particularly useful for sports with high barriers to entry, or in 
which team population impacts directly on game forfeits, 
team dropout rates and the like, or where the sport is heavily 
segmented with respect to skill. 
0022. The present invention is relevant to both leagues 
(e.g. football leagues, basketball associations etc) and bodies 
which co-ordinate leagues (e.g. VFL, Basketball Victoria, 
etc) irrespective of whether they are for profit or not-for-profit 
bodies, such that the bot recruit interface might be nested in 
the websites of either leagues or league coordinating bodies, 
as a centralized means of requesting allocations to a local 
sporting team. 
0023 The administrative interface is a private space for 
administrators and might take the form of a private webpage, 
a program/application or the like, or any other Suitable frame 
work, and is used by league administrators to set bot prefer 
ences, particularly the scope of automatic function, and the 
method by which automatic functions are executed, and also 
be used to view the statistical analysis which guides the 
allocation process as a general insight into grade health. 
0024. The administrative interface might include fields for 
managing the allocation process, including checkboxes or the 
like which might be used to temporarily or permanently dis 
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able the allocation system, by hiding or blocking the recruit 
interface (where allocations might be initiated), or displaying 
an error message or the like when a player or individual 
initiates an allocation. Sub-fields might include setting the 
particular method by which allocations are performed, 
including whether emails, SMS's, instant messages, mes 
sages posted to discrete team web-pages, or the like, or some 
combination, are used as a means of gaining confirmations 
from teams, confirmations from the allocation initiator, and 
the like, and sending notifications to parties once an alloca 
tion is made. Sub-fields might also include whether or not to 
exclusively target recruiting teams within the allocation 
process, i.e. teams setting their status as recruiting within a 
Suitable team page, or the like. Selecting this setting might 
limit the allocation process to only send allocation requests to 
teams that identify themselves as recruiting. 
0025. The administrative interface might also include 
fields for managing whether or not prompts are sent to drop 
out players. This might take the form of a check-box, drop 
down box, or a practical equivalent, for turning on or off 
prompts sent to dropout players, and might include Sub-fields 
putting controls on said automatic prompts, e.g. fields for 
setting an upper limit on the amount of times a dropout player 
might be prompted within a given time-frame (e.g. setting a 
maximum number of 2 prompts per dropout player per year), 
and/or fields setting the method by which prompts are sent 
(e.g. SMS, email or the like), and/or fields for defining the 
time elapsed since dropout that a player might receive 
prompts (e.g. not targeting dropouts more than 6 months old 
or the like), and/or fields for defining seasons/grades/groups 
which might be uniquely targeted or not targeted for prompts 
(e.g. no groups under the age of X, only dropouts from A 
grade, or an equivalent group based rule). In this way, 
although the process might be regarded as automatic, the 
administrator can manage the character of the automatic 
prompting to fit the needs and values of the league, particu 
larly with respect to the aggressiveness with which dropout 
players are targeted for re-registration through prompts. 
0026. The administrative interface might also include 
fields for managing prompts for underemployed players. 
These fields might take on a similar character to that 
described for prompts for dropout players, including unique 
fields to turn on or off the sending of prompts to underem 
ployed players, and/or Sub-fields for specifying the point, or 
range, at or within which a player is defined as underem 
ployed (e.g. participating in less than 50% of games, or 
between 5% and 30% of games etc), and/or fields specifying 
the method by which prompts are sent (e.g. email, SMS, 
instant message etc), and/or fields for specifying the fre 
quency and/or upper limit of prompts (e.g. how often and/or 
the maximum number of prompts sent to a particular under 
employed player), and/or fields for specifying the groups 
targeted or not targeted for prompts (e.g. target underem 
ployed players older than X, from A and B grade only, or 
equivalent group based rules), or other Sub-fields which 
might be relevant to the prompting of underemployed players 
as judged by a suitably qualified person. 
0027. Using said fields and sub-fields an administrator 
might specify whether dropout and underemployed players 
are targeted by the bot for more regular playing using 
prompts, if so which players are regarded as dropouts or 
underemployed, how prompts are sent, which groups are 
excluded, and upper limits or the like on prompts. 
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0028. The administrative interface might also display part 
of the statistical analysis underpinning the allocation process, 
providing the administrator the opportunity to make manual 
allocations, and provide a useful insight into the health of 
particular grades. The analysis might include lists of teams 
ranked by skill, e.g. using an algorithm processing win/loss 
data and team points for/against, to create a proximate mea 
sure of skill. The measure might be attached to a percentile to 
provide a context, e.g. that the team is performing in the top 
2% of teams generally, or the like. The same could be 
achieved for population, and include data on active team 
members per game and active Substitutes per game. 
0029 Such analysis provides a good snapshot and unique 
insight into the wellbeing of a particular grade, and can iden 
tify teams which are playing above or below a particular 
grade, grades which might need to be split, having two tiers of 
skill levels etc. The above described analysis, used by the bot 
within the allocation process, might augment traditional 
methods for identifying over or under performing teams or 
under-populated teams, which presently relies on the experi 
ence, good judgement and attentiveness of the league admin 
istrator, and superficial structures like ladders, which fail to 
include all the required data. 
0030 The administration interface more generally might 
take a variety of forms, including a private web page, down 
loadable or cached program, or a practical equivalent, which 
provides fields for controlling bot settings, particularly 
whether or not the bot can perform automated allocations, and 
related sub-fields, and/or whether or not the bot might 
approach dropout players, and related Sub-fields, and/or 
whether or not the bot might approach underemployed play 
ers, and related sub-fields. Said interface might also include 
tools to navigate the bot statistical outputs. The interface 
might use any Suitable coding platform, including C Sharp, 
VB, flash, java, Some combination, or some practical equiva 
lent, as judged by a reasonably qualified person. 
0031. The team interface is a private space for teams to set 
preferences with respect to recruiting, and control related 
functions, including being able to block allocation requests. 
The team interface might take the form of a private web page 
in a sporting league website, or any other suitable format or 
platform, including a direct access platform (e.g. accessible 
through sending communications directly to the system). 
0032. The interface might include fields for updating a 
centralized team recruiting status tool, i.e. for a team to 
identify itself as recruiting. Teams identified as recruiting 
might be preferenced and/or unlocked, depending on 
related administrative settings. Thus, team recruiting status 
might effect the allocation process in-so-far as administrators 
specify, such that the bot might only allocate players to 
recruiting teams, if specified by the administrator, or if not 
specified, might simply preference said recruiting teams, by 
artificially increasing their rank, or the like, within the allo 
cation process. Recruiting teams might also be marked as 
Such on public league data structures, including league lad 
ders, rosters and the like, or added to a centralized list of 
recruiting teams, to optionally advertise recruiting status. 
Conversely the team might use an appropriate field to block 
all allocation requests, particularly if for example, the team 
has a low team population, the administrator is allowing 
allocation requests to non-recruiting teams, but the team is 
not interested in additional players. In said situation it would 
be useful for said team to block allocation requests. 
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0033 Sub-fields relating to recruiting status might include 
specifying the number of recruits needed, specifying the pre 
ferred and approximate skill of said recruit, specifying the 
required position of said recruit (e.g. center, goal-keeper 
etc), or any other variable which might be relevant in describ 
ing a recruit, and/or specifying a comment or message 
attached to the teams recruiting status. Such a message would 
be viewable within, for example, the recruit interface, and 
might be used generally to inform recruits of special require 
ments or considerations of said team. 

0034. The team interface might also include logs or the 
like of allocation requests received by said team. For example 
if emails were selected as being used to make allocation 
requests, the log might include when Such an email was sent, 
the response made to said request, including whether the team 
accepted the allocation request, or rejected the request either 
by providing a negative response or allowing the request to 
timeout. Sub-fields within the log might allow the team to 
re-initiate an allocation, in a situation where the initiator was 
not ultimately allocated a team, that might act procedurally 
like an affirmative response to a natural allocation request, 
Such that the initiator might be sent a confirmation message 
that a team accepted the allocation request, and might call for 
final confirmation from said initiator before the allocation is 
executed. For example, this would allow a team representa 
tive to reject an initial allocation request, get consensus from 
the team, and accept said request later, if the individual mak 
ing the request was still available. Logs might also be used as 
the method by which teams respond to allocation requests, i.e. 
acting in place of emails or SMS's sent to a team representa 
tive. 

0035. The team interface need not take a specific form, e.g. 
a webpage, application, direct access system or the like, pro 
vided said interface is consistent with the before mentioned 
description, including, at the least, the capacity for a team to 
update a centralized team recruiting status. Such that recruit 
ing status is any team constructed electronic signature which 
indicates a team is in want of players. The interface might also 
include logs or the like of allocation requests and fields to 
re-initiate allocations in particular circumstances. Any format 
which facilitates this capacity, including a private team 
webpage, a centralized league page with a recruiting status 
tool, a third party website with a recruiting status tool, a direct 
service whereby a direct message and/or contact is used to 
update a recruiting status, e.g. through an SMS, MMS, a Voice 
message or a practical equivalent, might also be used. The 
interface might use any coding framework, any electronic 
device and or network to facilitate the aforementioned 
description, as judged by a suitably qualified person. 
0036. The recruit interface is the portal by which new 
players or individuals might create or initiate allocation 
requests. Related functions might allow said individuals or 
players to optionally view lists of recruiting teams, view 
preferences and messages attached to said team recruiting 
status, mark specific or general interest in joining a league, 
and insert personal details or preferences to assist in team 
allocation. 

0037 To assist in team allocation the interface might 
include fields for inputting personal details including name, 
age, gender, email address, mobile phone number and the 
like, or details about previous playing experience, including 
whether the individual is a ‘new’ or existing player, previous 
playing duration, previous playing position if relevant (e.g. 
goal keeper), grades and the like. These preferences might 
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used by the bot in the allocation process, particularly restrict 
ing allocations by gender and age, and might also be restric 
tively shown to teams in the confirmation process (e.g. “Bot: 
an X year old player, of X years experience, has asked to join 
your team, reply 'yes' if you would like to accept said player. 
Thus, personal preferences might be used both within the 
allocation process (i.e. process by the algorithm), and in 
related functions (e.g. communicating with teams). 
0038. The interface might include fields for creating or 
initiating allocations, e.g. a find me a team type field, usable 
once personal details are entered, including Sub-fields for 
defining the character of a specific allocation request, includ 
ing Sub-fields for specifying the season which teams might be 
drawn from (e.g. men's, women's, mixed etc), and/or speci 
fying the grade in which teams might be drawn from (e.g. A. 
B, C etc), and/or specifying or preferencing a particular team, 
or teams (e.g. The Bears. TheTigers etc), and/or sub-fields 
to set whether or not to continue the allocation process if the 
preferenced team allocations fail, and/or Sub-fields to request 
a reconfirm once a willing team is found (i.e. electing to 
receive a further confirmation before an allocation is 
executed), and/or sub-fields to set the method by which 
reconfirmation is received (e.g. SMS, email, or Some practical 
equivalent). 
0039. In situations where an allocation request fails 
because of a lack of suitable teams, or lack of teams willing to 
take a new player, the initiator might be added to a register or 
buffer, viewable through the administrative interface, a 
playerpending list or the like. The buffer could optionally be 
used to create teams entirely from players within the buffer. 
This option would be particularly useful in smaller leagues 
where spare team capacity is limited, such that any failed 
allocations might initiate a message to the effect of “Bot: 
your details have been added to a buffer, you will be contacted 
when a team becomes available'. 

0040. The recruit interface might take a range of forms, 
provided said interface acts as a mechanism using which 
players can initiate an allocation, either to a specific team, e.g. 
“The Bears’, to a recruiting team, or of a more general 
nature. The interface might apply to a singular league or 
multiple leagues (e.g. acting as a recruitment point for a 
singular league or multiple leagues, or acting as an allocation 
mechanism for a singular sport or multiple sports). The inter 
face might take a centralized character, e.g. inserted on a page 
within a league website, or on a page within the website of the 
body overseeing multiple leagues, or on a page within the 
website of a third party, or take a decentralized character, Such 
that allocation fields and sub-fields might be embedded 
within discrete and generic web pages applying to separate 
teams. The interface might be implemented using a web 
based framework, or within a downloadable or cached appli 
cation/program framework, or a practically equivalent system 
using a direct interface, e.g. making an allocation request by 
sending an SMS directly to the system, or an equivalent 
system using any other direct communication, e.g. email, 
instant messages, MMS or the like, to begin an allocation 
process. The above systems might act singularly or in com 
bination to allow players and individuals access to a range of 
methods by which to initiate an allocation. 
0041. Once administrator preferences are established, par 

ticularly the bot autonomy level, and team preferences are 
established, particularly the team recruiting status, and an 
allocation is initiated, the data can be acted on by the bot. 
Besides creating statistical Summaries of competitions and 
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grades for administrators, the bot functions to perform allo 
cations, particularly by sending spammed or rolling emails, 
and/or spammed or rolling SMS's, to the most suitable 
teams identified by the ranking algorithm. 
0042 A rolling message is a sequentially distributed 
message that is sent to a party, responded to or not, and the 
nature of the response determines the next action. For 
example, an answer to the negative, or a message expiry, 
might cue the system to roll the message to the next party, 
where the process is repeated, until a match is found, i.e. an 
affirmative response is received. The time a party has to 
respond might be 2 minutes, 50 minutes etc (depending on the 
message nature and message type), and the roll might be 
indefinite, limited to 10 parties, or the like. The roll sequence, 
i.e. the order of message reception, including who gets pref 
erence, is determined by ranking variables, e.g. sequenced 
according to the allocation algorithm. A rolling message 
might take on a range of Suitable characters, particularly an 
SMS oremail. Such that messages might be replied to through 
the use of keywords or hyperlinks, e.g. “Bot: if interested in 
receiving X recruit, reply Y, or click on the hyperlink”. 
0043. The allocation algorithm might use a range of vari 
ables for creating the allocation rank list, including initiate 
details (i.e. the gender, age of the initiate etc), initiate prefer 
ences (i.e. the preferred season, grade, team etc), team details 
(e.g. team skill, population etc), team preferences (e.g. pref 
erencing teams set as recruiting), allocation request history 
(e.g. preferencing teams receiving fewer previous allocation 
requests), in some weighted combination determined in the 
allocation algorithm. If the allocation algorithm was being 
used as a central point for accessing multiple leagues, it might 
also consider postcode or the like to match the initiator of the 
allocation with a local team. 
0044 Thus, a party might initiate an allocation, the bot 
could construct a roll list sequenced according to the alloca 
tion algorithm, a message might be sent to the party at the top 
of the roll list, as an SMS or an email, responded to or not, if 
applicable sent to the next party on the list, and so on, until an 
affirmative response to the rolling message is received. Once 
received an affirmative response might could cue the system 
to reconfirman allocation with the initiator, before finalizing 
the allocation. 

0045. Other contact methods, include using a spam 
approach (i.e. sending messages simultaneously, through 
email, SMS or the like, e.g. to the top 5 teams on the ranklist), 
wherein the first party to respond to a request is allocated the 
initiator. Using a targeted approach (i.e. sending an auto 
mated message to a particular recruiting team only, chosen by 
the system or the recruit/initiator), or using fields within a 
team interface, or within a centralized interface, to display an 
allocation request equivalent, and offer proximate fields for 
responding to said allocation request. 
0046. As well as responding to specific join requests, or 
specific administrator requests, the league bot might also act 
autonomously, by creating lists of contact parties, e.g. poten 
tial recruits, particularly lists of dropout players (i.e. players 
that played the previous but not the current season), and 
underemployed players (i.e. fill or temporary players not 
playing on a weekly basis), created by processing (e.g. per 
forming search functions) the competition database accord 
ing to the related preferences in the administration section 
previously described, and using the results of said search, i.e. 
the listed dropout and underemployed parties, to serve as the 
basis of a contact list, to send prompts to said parties through 
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rolling messages, spammed messages or the like with a mes 
sage either prompting re-registration, or more regular 
involvement in a team. For example, the prompt to dropout 
players might take the form of an SMS or email with the 
message “Bot: you have not reregistered for the 2008 winter 
season in league X, reply 'yes', or click on the hyperlink, if 
you would like to, and you would like a team found'. 
0047 Such a system could work variously to automati 
cally prompt dropout teams with offers to play next season as 
a group (i.e. prompt the team representative to reregister the 
team), or offer singular players from dropout teams, detected 
as having not reregistered within the competition, the auto 
mated opportunity of playing for a new team or the like, using 
the above described method. 
0048 Dropout teams are often characterized by several 
players still wanting to play. The categorical nature of sport 
ing teams, particularly in sports with Small team populations, 
means a single team member dropout can cause a team implo 
sion, where only a little administrative effort can assist the 
team as a whole, or individual players, to re-register for the 
following season. Manually taking Such action is difficult, 
particularly in sports like basketball where a league can have 
up to 1000 teams. Identifying which teams, or indeed players, 
to target for prompting presents a significant challenge in and 
of itself, irrespective of the effort required to contact and 
confirm said teams or players. The automated system for 
identifying and confirming said parties, and linking the pro 
cess to a team allocation process, is a practical means of 
performing the task without burdening administrators. 
0049. The prompt to dropout teams or player might take 
any of the forms previously described for contact parties in 
the allocation process, and might directly replace the process 
of manually initiating an allocation (e.g. initiating an alloca 
tion through a recruit interface on the league website). Such 
that a positive reply to a prompt might begin a specific or 
general team allocation process. Such that the Sub-fields asso 
ciated with an allocation could be filled in automatically by 
the system using the data associated with said dropout player, 
e.g. the season and grade said player used to play in, could 
guide any allocation process flowing from a prompt. 
0050. The bot might also target underemployed players, 

i.e. players that play occasionally, or fill in occasionally, that 
might otherwise like to play more often, if sufficiently 
prompted. The bot might use similar systems to target under 
employed players, as described for prompting dropout play 
ers, i.e. by analysing the participation level of a particular 
player, in order to construct contact lists etc. The prompt form 
might take any form of those previously described. 
0051. Using this combined identification and prompting 
approach a valuable percentage of dropout players might be 
reregistered, and players only playing occasionally might be 
prompted to play more routinely through being offered posi 
tions in teams needing players. Thus not only would such a 
system generate direct income (from the extra games played 
by specific parties choosing to re-register, or register for more 
games) but the matches could correct imbalances (e.g. add to 
the populations of under-populated or under-skilled teams) 
which might otherwise snowball into forfeits and/or drop 
OutS. 

0052. The league bot might take any suitable form pro 
vided it singularly or compositely; offers functions to manage 
team allocations, dropout player prompting and underem 
ployed player prompting, including making necessary con 
firmations using a suitable communication system, including 
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email and SMS. The bot may use any coding framework 
provided it performs the above described actions. 
0053. The allocation and prompting processes may be 
augmented with a variety of separate features without depart 
ing from the ambit of the invention, including an associated 
credit merchant, of the ordinary variety, or the like to charge 
team join fees, allocation fees, registration fees, or the like, at 
any point in the allocation process, including to initiate the 
process. Or using premium SMS's, rather than standard 
SMS's, at some point in the allocation process, to bill indi 
viduals for the service, through their mobile phone. 
0054 These examples serve to illustrate the scope and 
purpose of the bot and the system generally, and the specific 
method by which players and individuals might automati 
cally have teams found for them, including in Such a way that 
grade character is complemented, how players from dis 
banded teams might be targeted/prompted for re-registration, 
how underemployed players might be targeted/prompted for 
involvement on a weekly basis, and how the systems tie 
together, Such that prompts feed the allocation process. 
0055. The present invention will now be described in 
terms of a preferred system. It is to be understood that the 
particularity of the accompanying description does not Super 
sede the generality of the preceding description. 
0056. In a preferred system the bot would be setup for a 
particular sporting association, at a particular sporting venue, 
e.g. a particular indoor netball or basketball association, and 
thus provide a point at which new players could join the 
competition. 
0057. In a preferred system the association would be 
equipped with an ordinary sport administration package. Such 
that said package might centralise and store competition data, 
including team and player scores, team wins and losses, 
player turn-outs for games, and any emergency players par 
ticipating in said games. Consistently, said bot might process 
and operate on said data by being compatible with the major 
types of sport administration Software. 
0058. In a preferred system the bot would be controllable 
from an administrative interface, a centralized, private access, 
web-based page, attached to the association website. The 
administrative interface would include bot related prefer 
ences and settings which allow for said administrator to 
enable or disable the allocation service generally, select the 
method by which allocations might be executed (e.g. SMS, 
email etc), whether recruiting teams or any teams might 
receive allocation requests, and any upper limits on the num 
ber of Such requests received (i.e. the maximum number of 
allocation requests received by recruiting and other teams). 
0059. In a preferred system the administrative interface 
would include sub-fields for controlling the prompting of 
dropout players, including setting limits on prompts, defining 
dropout player groups, setting the method by which prompts 
are sent (e.g. SMS, email), and setting the groups uniquely 
targeted (e.g. seniors players only, players in A grade only 
etc). In a preferred system all of said sub-fields would also be 
available to control prompts sent to underemployed players. 
0060. In a preferred system preferences within the admin 
istrative interface would interact with preferences in discrete 
team interfaces, private, web-pages, attached to the league 
web site, that might be used to set team recruiting status, and 
view logs of allocation requests. 
0061. In a preferred system recruits or individuals seeking 
teams might make allocation requests non-exclusively 
through a public/recruit interface, which might be centralized 
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and web-based, and might take the specific form of a recruit 
page linked to the league website. The page might include 
fields for personal details, particularly name, age, gender, and 
the like, fields describing the group into which the individual 
would like to be allocated, particularly the season and grade 
of the desired allocation, and fields to initiate or submit pref 
erences to begin an allocation process. 
0062. In a preferred system an allocation request would be 
submitted to the bot for processing, within which the bot 
would create a ranked list of teams which might Suit and/or 
accept the allocation, such that the list might be ranked by a 
weighted algorithm including a combination of categorical 
Suitedness (e.g. include teams from appropriate seasons and 
grades only, based on initiators gender, age and new/existing 
player status), team population (Such that teams with lower 
population might be preferentially targeted), skill (such that 
lower performing teams might be preferentially targeted), 
recruiting status (such that teams identifying themselves as 
recruiting might be preferentially targeted), previous 
approaches (such that teams receiving fewer allocation 
requests might be preferentially targeted, and teams receiving 
above a particular number of requests might be discounted 
altogether) Such that said factors might be Suitably combined 
and weighted within said algorithm. In a preferred system any 
missing ranking variables would be automatically compen 
sated for, Such that in cases where, for example, no skill 
and/or population data is available, the remaining algorithm 
components produce a usable rank list. 
0063. In a preferred system said list would serve as the 
basis of a contact list, and the bot would send out SMS's or 
emails in a sequential/rolling fashion, in order of the teams 
position on the allocation rank list, with a message to the 
effect of “Bot: The league bot has identified your team as 
requiring an additional player, a player has expressed interest 
in joining, reply 'yes', or click on the hyperlink, to allow the 
player to join your team's next game. Such that said message 
might be, responded to or allowed to timed out, either trig 
gering an allocation, or triggering the sending of the alloca 
tion request to the next team on the rank list, as appropriate 
and until a match is created. Once the list is exhausted without 
an allocation, the initiator of the request might be notified and 
added to a player pending list within the league database, 
viewable within the administrative interface. 
0064. In a preferred system, logs of allocation requests, 
received by particular teams, viewable within said teams team 
interface, might allow the team to re-initiate and accept an 
allocation request, after and despite initially rejecting it. 
0065. In a preferred system dropout and underemployed 
parties would be identified through the bot scanning the 
league database. Parties so identified, given appropriate 
selection of administrative preferences, would be sent an 
SMS or email to the effect of “Bot: X sporting league detected 
you did not reregister for the current season, Some teams in X 
grade are in need of players, reply 'yes', or click on the 
hyperlink, if you would like a team found, and to play in the 
current seasons. In a preferred system underemployed players 
would be similarly identified and sent an SMS to the effect of 
“Bot: Zsporting league detected you are only playing in X% 
of games, some teams in Ygrade are in need of more perma 
nent players, reply 'yes', or click on the hyperlink, if you 
would like a more permanent position in a team found'. 
0066. In a preferred system positive replies to said 
prompts would cue an allocation process, as though the player 
had made an allocation request through the recruit interface, 
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while a negative or null response from said parties would be 
added to a log, in order to track and put a limit on future Such 
prompts sent to the same party. 
0067. In a preferred system said functions would act 
organically and semi-autonomously to selectively augment 
team populations, and re-incorporate and better incorporate 
players into competitions. 
0068 Embodiments of the present invention will now be 
described, by way of example only, with reference to the 
accompanying drawings. It is to be understood that the par 
ticularity of the accompanying drawings does not Supersede 
the generality of the preceding description of the invention: 
0069. In the drawings 
0070 FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of the recruit 
manager system and various possible features of the system; 
(0071 FIG. 2 is a flow chart of the steps involved in initi 
ating an allocation; 
0072 FIG. 3 is a flow chart of the steps involved in setting 
up the system, at an administrative level. 
0073 FIG. 4 is a flow chart of the steps involved in creat 
ing an allocation rank list; 
(0074 FIG. 5 is a flow chart of the steps associated with 
setting team status, particularly team recruiting status; 
(0075 FIG. 6 is a flow chart of the steps associated with the 
allocation process; 
(0076 FIG. 7 is a flow chart of the steps associated with 
prompting dropout and underemployed players; 
0077 FIG. 8 is a flow chart of the steps associated with 
re-initiating and accepting an allocation request, after it has 
been preliminarily rejected; 
0078 FIG. 9 is a screen dump of the administrative inter 
face; 
(0079 FIG. 10 is a screen dump of the team interface for 
setting team recruiting status, and viewing and re-initiating 
rejected allocation requests; 
0080 FIG. 11 is a screen dump of recruit interface for 
initiating allocations; 
I0081 FIG. 12 is a screen dump of the processing page 
displayed when an allocation is Submitted and initiated; 
I0082 FIG. 13 is a screen dump of the confirmation page 
displayed after the allocation process is complete, and has 
been Successful; 
I0083) Referring to FIG. 1. the recruiting and allocation 
system 10 uses a communication system 120. Such as the 
internet and/or telecommunications service, to facilitate the 
allocation of initiators 19 to sporting teams 1202, particular in 
ways which complement grade 1201 character (i.e. to bal 
ance grades), and functions to identify and prompt individu 
als, particularly dropout players 193 and underemployed 
players 194, to be re-involved or more involved in the league. 
I0084 More specifically system 10 can provide; 
I0085. Functions to automatically allocate initiators 19 to 
teams 1202, by accepting allocation requests at S65, con 
structing ranked lists of the most Suitable teams at S66, com 
municating with said teams at S672 or S671, and once a 
willing team is found, allocating said player to said team at 
S611 or S614, and sending relevant notifications S6102 or 
S6132 to relevant parties; 
I0086) Functions to automatically identify dropout play 
ers from league data stored on database16, and construct lists 
of said identified dropouts at S73, using said lists to send 
email or SMS allocation prompts at S74 to said dropout 
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players. If a positive response is received at S75, the response 
might initiate an allocation as though said individual used a 
recruit interface; 
0087 Functions to automatically identify underem 
ployed players from league data stored on database 16, in a 
manner similar to that described for dropout players. 
0088 Allocation requests might be made by new players 
191, existing players 192 looking for a new team, dropout 
players 193 looking to be reinvolved in a competition, or 
underemployed players 194 looking to play on a more regular 
basis. The requests can be made through recruiting interface 
12 which might take the form of FIG.11. The recruit interface 
allows an individual seeking entry into a sporting competi 
tion, or the like, to enter personal preferences at S21, includ 
ing the individuals name S215, age S211, gender S212, 
mobile phone number S213 and email S214, and optionally 
enter recruit preferences at S22, including the preferred sea 
son S221 (e.g. men's, women's, mixed etc) and grade S222 
within which the individual would like a team found, and any 
preferred teams S223. Other options, depicted variously in 
FIG. 11, include only contacting preferred teams S2231, and 
choosing whether or not the process requires an additional 
confirmation S2241, at S682 for example, prior to being 
allocated a team. All data apart from S21 personal details is 
optional to initiate an allocation. Once the personal details 
and preference have been finalized the allocation can be ini 
tiated by Submitting the page for processing at S225, by 
clicking on the submit button depicted in FIG. 11. 
0089. Once the allocation request of a particular indi 
vidual is submitted at S225 the request moves through net 
work 120 to server 16 where it is processed at S66 by bot 
algorithm 141. The processing stage generates allocation 
rank-list 142, a ranked list of potential recipient teams, from 
most suitable to least suitable, for that particular player. 
The algorithm might process and operate on a range of vari 
ables, including: 

(0090 administrative filtering S413, i.e. whether the 
administrator has specified that only teams actively set 
ting their status as recruiting within team interface 13 
are sent allocation requests; 

0091 personal detail filtering S432, i.e. filtering teams 
inconsistent with the personal details of initiator 19, 
including age and gender, 

0092 team population ranking S44, i.e. assigning 
weights to particular teams based on their population, 
Such that teams with lower populations are preferenced 
for allocations; 

0093 team skill ranking S45, i.e. assigning weights to 
particular teams based on their skill or performance, 
Such that teams with lower performance records, as 
drawn by the bot from database 16, are preferenced for 
allocations; 

0094 team recruiting status ranking S46, i.e. assigning 
weights to teams based on whether or not they are set as 
recruiting. 

0.095 previous allocation requests S47, i.e. assigning 
weights to particular teams based on previous alloca 
tion requests received. Such that teams receiving fewer 
allocation requests, or no allocation requests, might be 
preferenced for allocations. 

0096 combining said variables to produce a rank list at 
S48. Such that missing variables, e.g. the absence of 
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team skill or population data, can be compensated for, 
including by employing randomized ranking where nec 
essary. 

0097 Team recruiting status is controllable within team 
interface 13 depicted in FIG. 10. If a team judges it is in need 
of will be in need of, or would like additional team members, 
the team status can be set to recruiting at S52. This involves 
choosing the number of recruits needed in S53, inserting any 
special message to recruits at S54, setting recruitment visibil 
ity at S55 (i.e. whether a teams recruiting status is made 
viewable on public league data structures) and Submitting the 
request at S56. As specified with the description of the allo 
cation rank process, this will have one of two effects, either 
preferencing the team when constructing an allocation rank 
list at S46, i.e. increasing the priority with which the team 
receives allocation requests, or unlocking the team to receive 
allocation requests at S413. Such that administrators might 
filter allocation requests to non-recruiting teams at S312 to 
only be received by recruiting teams. 
0.098 Recruiting team filtering is a discretionary select 
able option within administrative interface 11 depicted in 
FIG. 8. It might be used to restrict allocations to recruiting 
teams only. Other options and preferences include fields to 
enable or disable allocations generally at S31. If selected, it 
might block the bot from making allocations altogether by 
hiding and blocking access to recruit interface 12. Other 
options include specifying the method by which allocations 
are made S311, e.g. whether allocation requests are sent via 
email or SMS, at S67, or setting upper limits on allocation 
requests sent to non-recruiting teams, depicted variously in 
FIG 8. 

0099. The allocation rank-list 142 acts as a contact list for 
sending allocation requests to teams, i.e. asking said teams to 
receive said initiator. Messages might take the form of either 
emails or SMS's, as determined by the administrator at S311, 
and might be sent sequentially in order of position within 
rank-list 142 at S672, particularly for SMS's, or spammed to 
several of the top ranked teams at S671, particularly for 
emails. SMS's are sent through SMSC server 18 through 
channel 181, while emails can be sent directly by the bot from 
network 120. 

0100 If SMS messages are used to send allocation 
requests at S672, teams can respond through replying to the 
message, e.g. replying ‘yes’, ‘no’ etc., which is received by the 
bot through channel 182. The reply might be affirmative 
(accepting the join request), negative (declining the join 
request), or ignored (nor responding to the allocation 
request). The response of the team will determine what action 
the bot will take, such that a positive response will cue the bot 
to request final confirmation from the initiator at S682, if 
specified in the recruit interface, or send notification to the 
initiator at S6102 that the allocation has been found and 
made, when-after the database is updated to reflect the allo 
cation at S611. A negative response, on the other hand, or no 
response at S68 within a reasonable time-out limit, will add 
the team to the approached log 164 at S681, and will cue the 
botto ask the next team on allocation rank-list 142 at S69. If 
or when rank-list 142 is exhausted, and an allocation has not 
been made, the bot will inform the initiator that no match is 
possible, through an appropriate message, at S615. Initiators 
informed as Such might be added to a centralized register of 
players awaiting teams, a player pending list 162 at S616. 
0101 If emails are used to send allocation requests at 
S671, teams can respond by clicking on an appropriate hyper 
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link, which is received by the bot through network 120. The 
steps and processes flowing from email based replies to allo 
cation requests is the same as that for SMS based replies, 
barring if multiple allocations are sent simultaneously, a first 
come first serve principle applies, such that the first team to 
respond positively to the email based allocation request 
receives said player, while the remaining teams that received 
allocation requests are issued relevant notifications. Again, if 
no such affirmation of an allocation request is forthcoming, 
an appropriate message is sent at S615 to inform the initiator 
that no allocation is possible at this time, while the initiator is 
added to player pending list 162 at S616. 
0102. It is possible for a team to accept an allocation, 
although and after it has F been initially rejected or allowed to 
timeout. All allocation requests are stored and viewable as 
logs within team interface 13 depicted under logs in FIG. 10, 
Such that teams might view when and if an allocation request 
was received, and the teams response. At S83 software within 
the team interface determines whetheran initiator listed in the 
log was ultimately allocated a team, i.e. did the initiator end 
up in player pending list 162. If not, a re-initiate field is 
provided next to said log, enabling the team to re-continue 
and accept the allocation at S832. If the initiator is not in the 
player pending list, the re-initiate field is hidden S831. Allo 
cations re-initiated using this method are parsed to S682, for 
using SMS based allocation requests, or S6121, for using 
email based allocation requests. 
0103) As well as passively receiving and processing allo 
cation requests from the initiator, through a recruit interface 
or the like, the bot can also act autonomously to prompt 
individuals to act as initiators. Individuals that receive 
prompts fall into two categories, dropouts or underemployed 
players. 
0104 Prompts sent to dropout players are setup and con 

trollable within administrative interface 11, such that particu 
lar fields might enable the prompting of dropout players to be 
enabled or disabled generally at S32, that the method by 
which dropout prompts are sent be specified at S321, includ 
ing whether interactive SMS's or emails are used as prompts, 
that upper limits on dropout prompts be set at S323 (e.g. the 
maximum number of prompts sent to a particular dropout), 
that dropouts be defined at S322 (i.e. the time range since 
leaving a league a player is regarded as a dropout, e.g. 0-12 
months etc) that particular groups within the dropout popu 
lation be targeted at S334 (e.g. groups from seniors only, 
groups from A grade only, all groups except juniors etc), as 
depicted variously in FIG. 9. 
0105. The same fields and sub-fields might be available to 
systems targeting underemployed players, such that particu 
lar fields might enable or disable the prompting of underem 
ployed players at S33, set limits on the number of prompts 
said to such parties at S333, set the method by which under 
employed players are prompted at S331, define the participa 
tion range within which a player might be defined as under 
employed at S332 (e.g. target players participating in between 
10% and 40% of games), and set the groups within which 
underemployed players might be targeted at S334 (e.g. target 
underemployed players in A grade only etc). 
0106. Once discrete settings for dropout and underem 
ployed players are established, the bot might prompt said 
parties, according to administration settings, using an SMS 
sent through outgoing channel 181 through SMSC 18, at S74. 
The SMS prompt sent at S741 to parties identified as dropout 
players might take the form of “League Bot: the system has 
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detected you did not reregister for the current season, reply 
'yes' if you would like to reregister in league X this season, by 
doing so you will automatically be allocated a team'. 
0107 Under this system a positive reply to said message at 
S75, indicating the dropout player would like to play in the 
current season, would be received through gateway 182, and 
trigger the allocation process beginning at S65 and continue 
as previously described. A negative answer, or no answer for 
specified duration, at S75, will mark the player as 
approached in approached log 164 in database 16 at S751. 
0108. The dropout player might also be prompted with an 
email at S742, such that instead of replying a keyword, said 
dropout might click a hyperlink or the like at S582. 
0109 Similar systems might apply to underemployed 
players such that said parties are sent prompts at S74, which 
might be SMS S741 or email S742 based, which might be 
replied to in an appropriate method. Such that a positive reply 
to said message at S75, indicating the underemployed player 
would like to play on a weekly basis, would start-up the 
allocation process beginning at S65 and continuing as previ 
ously described. A negative answer at S751, or no response 
within a designated timeout period, will mark the underem 
ployed player as approached in log 164. 
0110. It is to be understood that various alterations, addi 
tions and/or modifications may be made to the parts previ 
ously described without departing from the ambit of the 
present invention, and that, in the light of the above teachings, 
the present invention may be implemented in Software, firm 
ware and/or hardware in a variety of manners as would be 
understood by the skilled person. 
0111. Further it is also to be understood that the present 
invention might be implemented with all, several or one of the 
features described, specifically including, but not limited to, 
being implemented as a singular system for performing allo 
cations, a singular system prompting dropout players and/or a 
singular system for prompting underemployed players, in any 
of the variations previously described. 
0112 The present application may be used as a basis for 
priority in respect of one or more future applications, and the 
claims of any Such future application may be directed to any 
one feature or combination of features that are described in 
the present application. Any Such future application may 
include one or more of the following claims, which are given 
by way of example and are non-limiting with regard to what 
may be claimed in any future application. 

1. A recruit and allocation management system for a sports 
league implemented over an electronic communications net 
work, including: 

a league bot’, a semi-autonomous program that manages 
the player allocation process, including performing stra 
tegic individual/team allocations, and identifying par 
ties that might serve as recruits/new players; 

an administrative interface, for league administrators to set 
bot preferences; 

a team interface, for teams to interact with the bot, includ 
ing setting team recruiting status, and viewing logs of 
allocation requests; 

a recruit interface, for recruits/individuals to interact with 
the bot, including cueing making a particular or general 
allocation request; and 

a database containing league data, bot lists, administrator 
preferences, team preferences, recruit details etc. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein allocation initiators and 
prospective teams are contacted by electronic messaging. 
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3. The system of claim 1, wherein allocation initiators and 
prospective teams are contacted by email. 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein allocation initiators and 
prospective teams are contacted through a telecommunica 
tions messaging service, selected from one of SMS, EMS or 
MMS messaging. 

5. The system of claim 1, wherein allocation initiators and 
prospective teams are contacted through a web interface, e.g. 
through posting a message to a private web-page. 

6. The system of claim 1, wherein a plurality of prospective 
teams are contacted at the same time. 

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the team to respond 
positively first is assigned the allocation. 

8. The system of claim 6, wherein once a team accepts an 
initiators allocation request, other alerted teams are notified 
that there is no longer a player seeking a team. 

9. The system of claim 1, wherein prospective teams are 
contacted sequentially. 

10. The system of claim 1, wherein an allocation request 
made to a prospective team includes response data or links for 
responding to said alert. 

11. The system of claim 1, wherein once an allocation is 
made, the initiator and accepting team are notified of the 
match. 

12. The system of claim 1, wherein said recruit interface 
allows an initiator to specify preferences including preferred 
Season, grade, or teams to join. 

13. The system of claim 1, wherein said team interface 
allows teams to flag themselves as recruiting. 

14. The system of claim 1, wherein said allocation request 
is Submitted to a prospective team via a telecommunications 
network. 

15. The system of claim 1, wherein said allocation request 
is Submitted to a prospective team via an SMS message. 

16. The system of claim 1, wherein said allocation request 
is Submitted to a prospective team via an email. 

17. The system of claim 1, wherein said allocation request 
is Submitted to a prospective team via a login an interface, e.g. 
a log in a private team interface. 

18. The system of claim 1, wherein said system can identify 
dropout players. 
19. The system of claim 1, wherein said system can identify 

underemployed players. 
20. The system of claim 1, wherein said system can identify 

dropout players and underemployed players, and wherein 
dropout and underemployed players are contacted by elec 
tronic messaging. 

21. The system of claim 20 wherein dropout and underem 
ployed players are contacted by email. 

22. The system of claim 21, wherein dropout and under 
employed players are contacted through a telecommunica 
tions messaging service selected from one of SMS, EMS or 
MMS messaging. 

23. The system of claim 20, wherein said positive 
responses to said contacts, by dropouts or underemployed 
players, are used procedurally in place of an initiation made 
through the recruit interface. 
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24. The system of claim 1, wherein play history data, 
personal and preferential, associated with a dropout or under 
employed player is used in place of manually entered data in 
the recruit interface. 

25. The system of claim 1, wherein said recruit interface 
allows a player to view lists of recruiting teams. 

26. The system of claim 1, wherein said recruit interface 
allows said system to save or store interest in joining a team, 
e.g. to a player pending list. 

27. The system of claim 1, wherein said system includes a 
website in which allocation requests and player requests 
might be submitted by players and teams respectively. 

28. A method for automating the allocation of an individual 
to a sporting team using an electronic communications net 
work, including the steps of 

providing a recruit interface for an individual to register for 
the allocation service; 

providing a team interface for a team to register as recruit 
ing: 

creating a list of suitable teams for the initiator, sending 
allocation requests to said teams, and awaiting a positive 
reply, which if forthcoming might prompt notifications 
to relevant parties and the initiator to be added to the 
relevant team list. 

29. The system of claim 28, wherein player to team match 
ing is performed through analysing age/gender, and/or team 
skill, and/or team population, and/or team recruiting status, 
and/or previous similar contacts made to teams. 

30. A method for prompting parties, particularly dropout 
and underemployed parties, to use an allocation engine, or 
express an interest in rejoining or changing teams in a league, 
including the steps of 

providing an administrative interface to setup prompting 
systems; 

sending prompts in the form of messages to said parties, 
with reply mechanisms; and 

receiving responses and either storing said responses, or 
using said responses to initiate an allocation or equiva 
lent process. 

31. A recruit and allocation management system for a 
sports league implemented over an electronic communica 
tions network, including: 

a league bot’, a semi-autonomous program that manages 
the player allocation process, including performing stra 
tegic individual/team allocations, and identifying par 
ties that might serve as recruits/new players; 

any one or more of the following interfaces: 
(a) an administrative interface, for league administrators 

to set bot preferences; 
(b) a team interface, for teams to interact with the bot, 

including setting team recruiting status, and viewing 
logs of allocation requests; 

(c) a recruit interface, for recruits/individuals to interact 
with the bot, including cueing making a particular or 
general allocation request; and a database containing 
league data, bat lists, administrator preferences, team 
preferences, recruit details etc. 
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